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CLASSIC JERSEY

CLASSIC SHORTS

CLASSIC JERSEY -  Own your kit.  Utilize one of our many custom designs or create 
your own.   Limitless colors and design effects including names, numbers and logos all 
at one price.  100% Moisture Management Polyester. 

- VNeck and Crew Neck Styles Available

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

CLASSIC SHORT -   Pair these shorts with the Classic Jersey for the best on-field look.  
These shorts are fully custom and allow for limitless colors and design elements.  Logos 
and player numbers can also be added at no additional charge. 

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-L



SOCCER - SUBLIMATION

SOCCER - SUBLIMATION

GOALIE JERSEY

EXAMPLE TEMPLATES

GOALIE JERSEY -   Be sure your goalie stands out in a RIVAL keeper jersey.  Keeper 
jerseys are available in long sleeve and short sleeve styles to make sure your keeper is 
warm when it is cold and cool when it is hot.  No minimum order quantity if purchased 
with a full team set of jerseys and shorts.  

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL
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PREMIER JERSEY

PREMIER SHORTS

PREMIER SHORT -  Play at the highest level in the Premier Maestro and Golazo shorts.  
Mesh panels allow for air-flow to keep you cool and running faster.  The Maestro vertical 
mesh vents align with the Maestro Jersey top for a seamless look.  The Golazo runs 1 inch 
longer than the Maestro and has mesh venting below the back waistband and on the 
side.  Limitless design options, colors and logos at no additional charge.

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

PREMIER JERSEY  -  Look like a pro in the Premier fully customized jersey.  The Premier 
jersey offers all of the attributes of the Classic plus mesh paneling comes standard for 
air- flow to keep you cool.  Rib knit collar and sleeve cuffs are also available on the Premier 
Jersey.  100% Moisture Management Polyester. 

- VNeck and Crew Neck Styles Available

SIZING: ADULT S-3XL | YOUTH: S-XL

MESH INSERT

MESH INSERT

MAESTRO

GOLAZO

MESH INSERT

RIB KNIT COLLAR AND 
SLEEVES AVAILABLE

MAESTRO



REFERENCE

SUBLIMATION COLORS SUBLIMATION MATERIALS
RIVAL has developed our sublimation color swatches based on the most 

popular colors used by sports teams around the world. Our art team has done 

extensive research to ensure that the selected Pantone colors match up with 

the most common shades of each color. The use of fades or special effects, 

such as glowing edges or shadows, will alter the appearance of these colors. 

In addition, colors may vary slightly when printed on different fabrics. 

RIVAL can not accept returns for product based on final color output, unless there 

is proven to be a significant variation between the color selected and that which 

is printed on the final garment. If you feel that an improper color was used in the 

printing of your garment, please contact your dealer or sales rep and RIVAL will 

perform a thorough investigation to determine the nature of the issue.

Furthermore, RIVAL does its very best to match the colors used in 

sublimation with those used for all other programs and products in our 

catalog. However, the use of different fabrics and inks for different products 

makes it impossible to get an exact match between a sublimation product 

and a footwear or apparel item outside of the sublimation program. RIVAL will 

not be held responsible for any discrepancies in colors across product lines 

and returns will not be accepted on those terms. If you have any questions 

on how the products in your team package will match up, please feel free to 

request samples from your local dealer or sales rep.

The colors and Pantone colors shown above reflect the published Pantone colors 

closest to our exclusive RIVAL colors. These numbers and swatches should be used as 

a reference point only, as the RIVAL colors used for printing may vary slightly. Please 

contact your local dealer or sales rep with any questions prior to signing off on artwork.

LIGHT PINK

PINK
PURPLE

DARKPURPLE

YELLOW
ATHLETIC

GOLD

ORANGE

GIANTORANGE

RED PRO PLAYER
RED

CARDINAL

MAROON

VEGASGOLD

OLDGOLD

TEXAS ORANGE

BROWN
DARKBROWN

FSU

SAFETYGREEN

LIMEGREEN

KELLYGREEN

DARKGREEN

FORESTGREEN

OPTIC YELLOW

AQUA
TEAL

SKY BLUE

CAROLINA
BLUE

COLUMBIA
BLUE

WHITE

BLACK
DARKNAVY

NAVY
DARKROYAL

ROYAL
SILVER

GRAY 2
GRAY 4

GRAY 5

REFERENCE

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

GAMEDAY

-Polyester flat back mesh

-190 GSM

- Moisture management properties

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

INTERLOCK

-Polyester double knit

- 260 GSM

FABRIC CHARACTERISTICS

POLYZONE

-Polyester (Smooth,soft finish)

- 135 GSM

- Moisture management properties
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CONTACT STUART MAINGOT FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FOR TEAM PRICING. 

SMAINGOT@3N2SPORTS.COM

407.334.5799


